Controlled oxidation of hydrocarbons by the membrane-bound methane monooxygenase: the case for a tricopper cluster.
[Figure: see text]. The growing need for inexpensive methods to convert methane to methanol has sparked considerable interest in methods that catalyze this process. The integral membrane protein particulate methane monooxygenase (pMMO) mediates the facile conversion of methane to methanol in methanotrophic bacteria. Most evidence indicates that pMMO is a multicopper enzyme, and these copper ions support redox, dioxygen, and oxo-transfer chemistry. However, the exact identity of the copper species that mediates the oxo-transfer chemistry remains an area of intense debate. This highly complex enzyme is notoriously difficult to purify because of its instability outside the lipid bilayer and tendency to lose its essential metal cofactors. For this reason, pMMO has resisted both initial identification and subsequent isolation and purification for biochemical and biophysical characterization. In this Account, we describe evidence that pMMO is a multicopper protein. Its unique trinuclear copper cluster mediates dioxygen chemistry and O-atom transfer during alkane hydroxylation. Although a recent crystal structure did not show this tricopper cluster, we provide compelling evidence for such a cluster through redox potentiometry and EPR experiments on the "holo" enzyme in pMMO-enriched membranes. We also identify a site in the structure of pMMO that could accommodate this cluster. A hydrophobic pocket capable of harboring pentane, the enzyme's largest known substrate, lies adjacent to this site. In addition, we have designed and synthesized model tricopper clusters to provide further chemical evidence that a tricopper cluster mediates the enzyme's oxo-transfer chemistry. These biomimetic models exhibit similar spectroscopic properties and chemical reactivity to the putative tricopper cluster in pMMO. Based on computational analysis using density functional theory (DFT), triangular tricopper clusters are capable of harnessing a "singlet oxene" upon activation by dioxygen. An oxygen atom is then inserted via a concerted process into the C-H bond of an alkane in the transition state during hydroxylation. The turnover frequency and kinetic isotope effect predicted by DFT show excellent agreement with experimental data.